Theme 4 . The World Of Work

4.4: My Ideal Job

·	Talk about your future plans for jobs
·	Talk about your past experience of jobs
·	Talk about your parents’ experience of jobs
·	Give lots of opinions
·	You could maybe write this as an imaginative piece of writing.  You could choose an imaginary / unlikely job like being an Astronaut, the Queen, the Prime Minister and write about the things this would entail.  


How to get top marks - Content:

If you want to get full marks you must include the following:

·	Give a description of your personality and your interests / dislikes.  (PRESENT TENSE)
·	Say what you would / would not like to do in terms of tasks and activities.  (CONDITIONAL)
·	Say what you could / would do if you chose other particular jobs.  (CONDITIONAL)
·	Say what the advantages / disadvantages are of certain jobs.  (PRESENT TENSE)
·	Say how a job must or should be.  (PRESENT) 
·	Say what experience you have of working already.  Either part-time jobs or work experience.  (PAST TENSE: PERFECT or IMPERFECT)
·	Say what your parents do and how they find it.  (PRESENT TENSE)
·	Make your final choice of an ideal job and say why.  (FUTURE TENSE / PRESENT TENSE)

Check that you have said something about every single bullet point in the brief you are given. Leaving things out means you will just throw marks away.

Use your imagination. Everything does not have to be true!  Especially if you choose an imaginary job.


How to get top marks – Language

	You must express and justify your ideas and opinions 
Ich denke, dass… (+verb to the end) = I think that.
Meiner Meinung nach… = in my opinion
          …, weil… (+verb to the end)  = …because…
          …, obwohl… (+verb to the end)  = …although…

	Use ideas and expressions from texts you have studied in class. You mustn’t copy every word, but you can make a selection of words and expressions and adapt them to suit your needs.


	When preparing coursework writing tasks, it is best to use only those sentences and structures that have been taught in class to avoid making unnecessary mistakes.


	Lots of short simple sentences will not score highly. Make your work more sophisticated by using link words and phrases
aber = but/however (NO INVERSION)
nichtsdestotrotz =  nevertheless
bevor = before (VERB TO END)
danach/dann = after that
später = later
leider = unfortunately
glücklicherweise = fortunately etc.  (SEE “USEFUL TIME PHRASES AND ADVERB” SHEET)
⇨Remember to swap around subject and verb if the sentence does not start with the subject:	Letzten September habe ich in einem Büro 					gearbeitet

					
	Use a wide range of vocabulary. If you use only words which are just like their English equivalent or simple words you will only score grade D at best.


Use interesting adjectives (not just interessant, langweilig, gut etc.) and make sure you add the appropriate endings: 
	es ist 		ein interessanter 	Job (masc.)
	es war 	eine gute 		Arbeit (fem.)
	ein 		modernes 		Büro (neut.)
	viele 		schöne 		Kollegen (plu.)
BUT AFTER “es gibt” and “haben”
	ich habe 	einen interessanten Job (masc.)
	ich hatte 	eine gute 		Arbeit (fem)
	es gibt 	ein modernes 	Büro (neut.)
	ich habe 	viele schöne 		Kollegen (plu.)  
Luckily only the MASCULINE one changes.

	Use more complex grammar structures

	A variety of tenses

Different adverbs (leider; schließlich = finally etc)
Sub-ordinate clauses 
,der/die/das…ist = who/that/which is…
	ich habe einen Job, der super ist.  I have a job, which is 			super
,weil es sehr warm ist 
,obwohl es geregnet hat 
ich denke, dass Spanien super ist
,so dass… = so that 
,wenn es kalt war = when it was cold etc
⇨ Remember that the verb goes to the end in sub-ordinate clauses (see p.224 in Logo)
		
	Use the perfect tense for most parts in the past tense, check if the past participle is irregular and if the verb takes a form of haben or sein:
		Ich bin mit dem Bus in die Arbeit gefahren.

			Ich habe Briefe getippt.

	Use some simple past (Imperfekt), e.g. Es war ein interessanter Job.

					    		Wir hatten viel Spaß.

	Use the present tense when comparing different jobs. Make sure to use the comparative form of adjectives for comparisons. In general, just add “-er” to the normal adjective/adverb.

  	Examples:	schön		→	schöner
			interessant	→	interessanter
			anstrengend	→	anstrengender
			freundlich	→	freundlicher
	but:		teuer		→	teurer
			warm		→	wärmer
			kalt		→	kälter

	Use the conditional to say if you would do certain jobs or tasks:

	Ich würde (nicht) gern 	|  nochmal  |	diesen Job machen, weil… + verb
					|  wieder    |

	Use the future tense to say what your work plans are for the future:

In der Zukunft  	| werde ich    |  … + infinitive at the end
Wenn ich 20 bin   	| werde ich    |  … + infinitive at the end

·	Low marks are often caused by spelling mistakes, so use your dictionary to cross-check spellings!

·	Check verb and adjective endings, irregular past participles and gender of nouns.

·	Always read your work through thoroughly, checking for errors before you hand it in.

Marking your coursework
When we mark your coursework we have to use the following mark scheme.
Think about what we are looking for and then see if you can improve on your work.


GCSE Coursework Mark Scheme

Marks
Degree of Communication
0
nothing of merit; fails to communicate OR occasional words are recognisable within sentences but no complete messages are communicated
1-2
communicates a little basic information (e.g. simple facts)
3-4
some basic information is conveyed; occasional additional details conveyed (e.g. description, simple opinion)
5-6
communicates clearly quite a lot of relevant information, including personal opinions; regularly goes beyond a basic response to give more detailed information relating to descriptions and accounts
7-8
communicates a lot of relevant information; candidate can narrate events, give full descriptions and can express and justify ideas and points of view


Range/Complexity
Marks
Accuracy
Very little effective vocabulary. There are occasional recognisable words but they make little coherent sense. 
0
There is little, if any, evidence of understanding of the most basic linguistic structures.
The vocabulary and structures used are simple, often repetitive, limited in range and may contain many cognates.
1
There is only limited understanding of the most basic linguistic structures and most sentences contain major errors.
Vocabulary is appropriate to the basic needs of the task. Structures are simple, often repetitive and are rarely linked. 
2
Most sentences contain errors, many of a major nature, and verb forms are rarely accurate.
Vocabulary and structures are appropriate to the task with a little attempt at variety and there is some successful attempt to link structures together. 
3
There are some major errors and frequent minor ones. Attempts at verb forms and tense formations are often unsuccessful. 
There is some variety in the use of vocabulary and some successful attempts at a variety of structures including attempts at longer sentences using appropriate linking words. Some personal opinions are successfully expressed. There are successful attempts at using more than one time frame.
4
There are a number of minor errors and a few major ones, but the piece is more accurate than inaccurate. Verb forms and tense formations are not always correct, but the intended meaning is clearly recognisable.
There is a wider range of vocabulary and structure which communicates descriptions and opinions with some precision. Longer sentences, including the use of subordinate clauses, are used more regularly and with increasing success.
5
Inaccuracies are mainly of a minor nature although some major errors may occur when complex structures are attempted. Verb forms and tense formations are usually correct.
A wide range of vocabulary and structures appropriate to the topic is effectively used. Longer, more complex sentences are handled with confidence producing a fluent piece of coherent language.
6
There are hardly any major and few minor errors even in more complex structures. The overall impression is of accuracy and verb forms and tense formations are secure. 
18-A*	10-D
16-A	8-E
14-B	6-F
12-C

